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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
WELCOME TO A NEW ISSUE OF THE ELA NEWSLETTER!
A month before the pandemic I wrote the editor’s comments to this edition
of the newsletter. The text started like this:

ASUN SUEIRO, EDITOR

“We are out! It has finally happened. No earthquakes here yet! Other than
having a PM who believes black people are less intelligent just because
they are black (never mind how “intelligent” anyone who makes such a
statement can possibly be… whatever the colour of his skin!)…”.

With everything that has gone on since, Brexit seems very far away. In fact, the British feel (not
without reason) that this tragedy (by which I mean the pandemic) has come with one and only
one silver lining: it has “reunited the country”. The effort that the Government was thinking of
making in order to bring people back together following the divisive referendum is an issue that
will no longer need to be addressed as it has been resolved by Coronavirus. Who would have
thought that a killer born on the other side of the planet would have such an unexpected knockon effect? The butterfly effect works in mysterious ways…
And whilst many may think that Dicken’s “A Tale of two cities” opening line(1) may not apply to
the current situation, it is nevertheless the case that, as it has happened throughout history, we
are witnessing some of the best as well as the worst of human behaviour when faced with
adversity. It is the former that we must cling onto in our knowledge that this awful illness will
eventually be overcome. And despite hospital equipment being impounded by countries it does
not belong to and other major misdemeanours at both international and local level, we will
overcome this together. I wish to take this opportunity to thank, on behalf of all of us, those who
are working tirelessly to beat this pandemic. As it has happened with previous generations, we
are indebted to them. THANK YOU!
Once again, you are very welcome to submit an article for the next newsletter. The deadline for
submission is 1 October 2020. Remember, the Association is what we make it, and your
contribution is both valuable and valued.
(1) “It was the best of times; it was the worst of times”
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not that short! – I still remember my first words to Daniele, and Noëmi’s immediate funny reaction, while they were both inside
Ramsay Garden 2A and I was just outside by the big blue door. Two years ago, I was starting the ELP.

Dear ELA friends,
You’re not that short! – I still remember my first words to Daniele and Noëmi’s
immediate funny reaction, while they were both inside Ramsay Garden 2A and I
was just outside by the big blue door. Two years ago, I was starting the ELP.
I have a vivid memory of landing in Edinburgh the day before Easter and staying
in a cheap hotel for one night somewhere in between the airport and the city
centre
I later met Noëmi and Daniele at what would then be our home for three months.
We headed to “The Sheep Heid Inn” just behind Holyrood Park, where we met
Else (also Ramsay Garden 2A!), Monia, Jurate and Elisabetta, and had a great
Easter Sunday lunch escorted by the best host in Edinburgh, Mr Charles Mullin.
After that, we climbed Arthur’s Seat, did some improvised Easter egg rolling, met
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our fellow ELP colleagues – Maria, Carlos, and Filip –, and started our work at the
Faculty of Advocates. The three months passed like three days.
Unfortunately, at least this year, our future friends will not have the opportunity
to create memories like the ones I have just shared. In these challenging and
uncertain times, the ELA Board together with the Faculty of Advocates decided
to cancel this year’s edition of the ELP. It was the most disappointing but also
the most prudent decision. While the ELA Board would be delighted if as many of
the 2020 Eurodevils as possible could attend the European Lawyers Programme
2021 without any further application procedure, the recruitment process will still
be run in case there is a need to fill in any vacancies.
This will all end well, Dani! – I have just texted Daniele, who has already been
isolating in his place in Milan for more than a month helping to fight an invisible
enemy. I was also supposed to go to Geneva this weekend to visit my dear and
sweet friend Monia (and Samy, her twin brother). But of course, my flights were
cancelled. And any other flight to any other destination – as, for instance, Seville
– would be cancelled.
After carefully liaising with our dear Maria Luisa who has been terrific at dealing
with this complicated situation, we were also forced to postpone the Annual
General Meeting in Seville. That will now take place in May 2021. We hope and
wish to see you all there! And in good shape! I cannot wait to hear about quarantine
stories and teleworking despairs!
Meanwhile, should you have any additional or remaining questions following the
AGM postponement to next year, please do not hesitate to contact us! Details will
follow soon.
I hope that you all stay safe at home, be brave, and take good care of your loved
ones. And if you are alone, remember that you are not the only one. As I said to
Dani, he is not that short, and this will all end well.
António de Araujo
ELA General Secretary
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The Cum Ex Scandal and its German judicial aftermath

Some quite recent developments that have deeply rocked public opinion in Germany
and other countries around the world – such as climate change (“Friday for future“)
for example - seem to have been totally superseded these days by the CoV-2
pandemic and its far-reaching repercussions. One of these developments is the vast
so-called “cum ex” scandal which hit Germany in the past decade and has already
cost this country alone an estimated € 31,8 billion. As a recent cross-border
undercover investigation revealed, however, this scheme has targeted far more
countries and has cost far more than it was previously thought, affecting nearly all
the biggest economies in Europe. It was a tax fraud of enormous proportions.
According to a far from complete rough estimate dating back to 2018, the tax losses
resulting from “cum ex“ tax fraud and similar schemes in other European countries
are as follows:
•

France € 17 billion

•

Italy € 4,5 billion

•

Denmark € 1,7 billion

•

Belgium € 0,2 billion
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There are strong indications that at least Spain and to a lesser extent Norway, Finland,
Poland and the Czech Republic were targeted as well.

“Cum ex“ is the name of a specific tax scam used in German public discussion. On
an international level and in banking circles these transactions are referred to as
“market neutral dividend arbitrage“ – an euphemism for share deals around dividend
record dates arranged with no economic purpose other than to receive tax rebates
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for withholding taxes that actually have not been deducted before. It has to be noted
that this was not another game of “base erosion and profit shifting “(BEPS) or a form
of tax evasion akin to “Panama leaks“ or “Lux leaks“. Media even go as far so as to
speak of “the heist of the century“. One former participant referred to it as “organized
crime in bankers’ suits”.
Though the underlying transactions took place from 2002 to 2011 they were only a
new variant of what was formerly referred to in professional circles as “dividend
stripping “, a phenomenon which, in Germany, dated back to the 1990s or even
before. Dividend stripping was traditionally arranged by non-German shareholders
with the intention of profiting from tax rebates that only German nationals were
entitled to. “Cum ex“ structures, however, were designed to obtain tax rebates which
had neither been deducted nor paid before, raising this instrument to a completely
new level.

In cum share trading, shares with and without dividend rights were quickly traded
between various market participants just before the pay-out date of the dividend, allowing
traders to reclaim double the taxes
Financial institutions exploited a legal loophole which allowed two parties to
simultaneously claim ownership of the same shares, therefore allowing both to claim tax
rebates to which they were not entitled

When we refer to “tax“ in the German context, we mean “Kapitalertragsteuer“ or capital
gains tax. In German tax law capital gains tax on dividends at the time in question here
was deducted by the corporation from which the dividend was due and treated taxwise
as an advance payment of personal income tax. Therefore the shareholder on whose
behalf the tax was deducted received a certificate of this (advanced) tax payment
(“Steuerbescheinigung“ or tax certificate), allowing him to deduct this amount from his
personal income tax load or, if investment companies were involved, allowing him to
re-claim the amount of deducted taxes from the German fiscal authorities. At the time
in question here however, these tax certificates were not produced by the corporation
but – quite automatically - by the shareholder´s custodian bank, just following standard
share transaction clearing procedures, a technical “system break“ that turned out to
be problematic with regard to taxation.
Simply put, the aim of the tax scam described here was to arrange share transactions
over the stock market in such a tricky way that seemingly correct tax certificates were
obtained by one of the participants of the scheme without any actual capital gains tax
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having been deducted before. Profits from these transactions in which quite often
specifically designed investment companies played their part, solely relied on
achieving tax rebates for non-existing tax payments. They were shared amongst the
participants.

These business models, the immorality of which should have been quite obvious to
those who were able to understand at least their basic structure, would not have
been possible at the time if
(a) German income tax law had not left at least certain room for interpretation in
certain cases of capital gains tax commonly referred to at the time, though heavily
disputed nowadays, as “loopholes“,
(b) the clearing system for share transactions had not left tax deduction on one
hand and production of tax certificates on the other hand at different levels not in
direct communication with each other (the aforementioned “system break“) and, last
but not least,
(c) German fiscal administration and politics had had a better understanding of
common share investment strategies and the structure and weaknesses of the
clearing process for share transactions. Their limited understanding resulted in a
considerably long reaction time.
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The key element of the investment strategies in question was the practice of buying
(or lending) shares shortly before - or more often - on the date of the annual general
meeting of a publicly listed company (i.e. the “dividend date“) from a seller (or
lessee) who at the time of the transaction was still legally entitled to dividend
payments, followed by a re-sale or re-transfer only a short time later. Therefore, on
transaction date, these shares were treated as “cum dividend“ (meaning with
dividend) and, consequently, the buyer (or lender) was contractually entitled to
receive shares bearing this interest. Due to standard clearing and settlement
procedures in the German stock exchange, however, such sales did not become
legally effective before the second banking day after transaction date (i.e. the
“recorded date“). At this time, as the dividend date would have already passed, the
shares that were part of this transaction would be correctly classified for clearing
purposes as “ex dividend“ (meaning without dividend), because the previous owner
would have still been entitled to the dividends on the relevant dividend date and
therefore would have correctly received the dividend payment via his custodian
bank, net of capital gains tax duly withheld and transferred to the fiscal
administration by the dividend paying listed company – at least according to the
technical procedures in place before 2012.

Having bought (or lent) shares with dividend but actually receiving them without
dividend would leave the buyer or lender, however, with a shortfall in the amount of
the net dividend, whereas, without any compensatory element in place, the seller (or
lessee) would have received the full share price (including the dividend) – and the
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net dividend payment. The transaction clearing system in place at the time,
accustomed to the general phenomenon of share transactions around dividend date,
therefore, had the following procedure in place: To set the record straight the
account of the seller would be debited and the account of the buyer would be
credited in the amount of the net dividend payment because, contractually and
economically, the dividend belonged to the purchaser (or lender). This “debit-creditsystem“ was implemented via the contractual parties´ respective custodian banks
that were, by necessity, involved in the share transaction. Further, the buyer (or
lender) – not the seller (or lessee) – received the all-important tax certificate from his
custodian bank.
When the seller (or lessee) was the legal owner of the shares at the time of the
transaction the system worked adequately - also taxwise - because tax on the actual
paid dividend was deducted – originally on behalf of the seller (or lender) – and there
was only one person or entity receiving the corresponding tax certificate via his
custodian bank, the buyer (or lender).
To make the “cum ex“ scheme work and profit from the structural weaknesses of the
former clearing system for share transactions (at least from a taxation point of view)
one essential different element had to be put into practice: the short sale of the
shares in question. Because the seller (or lessee) of the shares was not their legal
owner, two different parties (instead of only one) would potentially, at least from a
formal viewpoint, be entitled to re-claim taxes that had actually been deducted and
paid only once - resulting in multiple payouts by the – mostly unaware - fiscal
administration.

This practice was justified by its proponents in legal circles (renowned tax experts)
using the argument that there was no law that prohibited multiple tax payouts,
however morally doubtful such a practice may appear to the public. One of the
inventors of the “cum ex“ design, sometimes even referred to as “Mr. cum ex“, is
alleged to have said in a meeting where the practice was questioned: “Anyone who
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takes issue with the fact that there’ll be fewer Kindergartens in Germany because of
the trade we are engaged in, is in the wrong place.” Allegedly nobody left the room.
Because the multiple tax rebates occurred “automatically“ due to the existing
clearing system at the time, the scheme could even be repeated time and time
again. All you needed was enough funds to trade the shares for a few days around
the dividend payment date. Or you could even just borrow the shares.

According to one former participant (now turned into a witness for the prosecution)
the “cum ex“ scheme yielded annual returns of 60 percent with very small financial
risk. This could go on as long as the fiscal administration or politicians remained
unaware or at least inactive and did not close the legal loopholes.
“The returns come from the State. And the State cannot go bankrupt,” bankers told
investors.
Investors that were not directly involved in the trade and therefore would not receive
the tax rebates in their own name could claim not to have known that their funds
were used in a trade that relied on taxpayer money to be profitable.
An entire industry was involved, consisting of hundreds of bankers, investors, tax
advisors and lawyers spread out over continents. Investment bankers and hedge
funds would structure the Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs), and traders would then
sell them to investors who invested €100 million on average. The higher the
transaction volume, the higher the tax rebates. It was that simple. Banks would either
provide loans -multiplying the trade’s volume by up to 20 times- or would act as
lessees of shares. When acting as custodians for investors they would also issue the
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tax certificates that the latter could use to unjustifiably claim rebates. In some cases
banks would act as investors, investing in their own “cum ex“ schemes, producing
tax certificates for themselves.

Tax lawyers – mostly of international law firms such as Freshfields or Dewey &
LeBoeuf – would provide legal opinions and even university lecturers would publish
specialist articles, confirming these practices to be legal. By the way, all of them
made a lot of money from this trade.

In 2007 the German government, having come under
mounting pressure to curb “cum ex“ practices,
implemented a change in tax law that was based on a
proposal drafted by the German banking lobby: “Honi soit
qui mal y pense”.

This new legislation made the buyers’ or lenders’ national custodian banks the only
entities responsible for the tax rebates formal requirements in case of short-salebased “cum ex“ transactions. The relevant date was to be dividend date (this had
already been identified as critical by politicians)
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As a result of this obvious limitation the floodgates were left wide open for all
schemes involving non-German custodian banks instead and, consequently, “cum
ex“ trading allegedly reached its peak in 2010. It was only with effect from 2012 that
all traditional “cum ex“ practices met severe legal restrictions due to a completely
revised system of capital gains taxation.
Since 2016 the judicial rulings on “cum ex“ transactions have been gathering pace.
As “cum ex“ schemes predominantly raise tax issues, the financial courts were the
first ones to be involved and thus have taken the lead. The usual background to
these cases is that investors in “cum ex“ schemes have been denied tax rebates by
the tax authorities, a practice that started around 2012 in respect of all cases not
legally forestalled. As a result, such investors seek redress in the courts by
attempting to get the courts to support the opposite legal standpoint.

A landmark decision is still expected from the highest tax court in Germany
(“Bundesfinanzhof“). However, on April 16th, 2014, this court failed to take the
opportunity to settle – at least as obiter dicta - some essential questions of legal
interpretation. In the meantime, several regional fiscal courts (“Finanzgerichte“),
especially the fiscal court in Hesse, have already been rather strict and sometimes
even apodictic in their view on certain much discussed critical issues in connection
with “cum ex“ cases. All their decisions show a general trend in declaring main
aspects of “cum ex“ models not in line with tax law in force at the time. Tax evasion
being a criminal offence several public prosecutors have carried out investigations
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with regard to the activities of participants of “cum ex“ schemes, mainly investment
bankers and tax lawyers.
In a remarkable first court decision dated March 18th, 2020 the Bonn District Court
passed suspended sentences on two bankers that were involved in “cum ex“
schemes. The sentences may appear mild, but both convicted individuals had
cooperated with the authorities and made a full confession. Further, German law
offers the opportunity of disgorgement of profits gained from illegal activities
(“Abschöpfung“) and this route may turn out to be especially important in all cases
where other legal measures may be thwarted. Last, but in no way least, “cum ex“
cases have led and will still lead to much litigation amongst the participants of such
schemes that have eventually turned sour on legal grounds. The judicial aftermath of
“cum ex“ schemes will therefore take many years to resolve – and will involve the
elite of German lawyers.
©Friedrich von Kanitz, 25.04.2020
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Slovakia in the times of Coronavirus
It was 9th March and I was celebrating my birthday with my boyfriend in a
mountain hut in the middle of nowhere in Slovakia, without a proper mobile
phone connection. For the next two days we were backcountry skiing and
snowboarding, playing cards, drinking beer, without receiving news from the
outside world. On the third day, our vacation ended, and we headed back to
Bratislava. With the phone connection reestablished, the news started to pop
up.
On 11th March, with 21 confirmed cases at that time, Slovakia declared an
emergency. On March 12th, several more severe measures were taken such as
the closure of international airports, a 14 day mandatory home quarantine for
people coming from abroad, introduction of border controls, entry ban for
people without citizenship or residence, restrictions on international train and
bus travel, closure of schools, closure of bars and other leisure facilities and
premises and a ban on public events.
It was hard to believe how the situation accelerated within a few days. Before
going on our trip, we did not think this would be our last one for quite some
time. The inability to travel and to be de facto locked in a country has a special
reminiscence here of the past as it was before the Velvet revolution, which is
not that far back in time
But this is a different fight, a fight in which we are all together. I am thankful
to and proud of all the medical staff and all other people who are helping to
fight the virus. For example, people are sewing face masks for others who need
them.
An initiative called “Who will help Slovakia” https://www.ktopomozeslovensku.sk
is raising money to buy medical supplies and to distribute them to health care
providers in Slovakia (more than 700 000 EUR has already been raised).
Another initiative called “Help the hospital” https://pomoznemocnici.sk/ is
raising money and ensuring the 3D printing of face shields for medical staff.
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And a fun fact at the end: check out how our president nailed her coronavirus
look.
Remember, we are in this together.

And in the meantime, please stay safe and stay at home. Hope to see many of
you in Seville in 2021.
Adriena Petrova
ELA Board Member
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ELA NEWS!
Congratulations to our fellow member
and friend Frans Knüppe who was
appointed President of the Dutch Bar
Association on 26 March 2020

And more great news from The
Netherlands, our Treasurer
Leonie Rammeloo is extremely
busy attending to her brand
new

boutique

law

firm

Tactadvocaten
(www.tactadvocaten.nl).

The
firm was launched six months ago as a joint
venture with Martine Hofelt with whom
17

Leonie worked from 2002 to 2017 at her previous law firm.
Tactadvocaten specialises in professional negligence cases and
disciplinary law for professionals. Based in a building on a beautiful
canal in the centre of Amsterdam (Leidsegracht 5, 1017 NA
Amsterdam), you may contact them on 00 31 (0)6 11388589. Although
we understand they are already extremely busy… We wish you the
best of luck in this new adventure!

Next AGM dates
13-16 May 2021

AGM 2022:
Bratislava, Slovakia
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WHAT ABOUT FRATERNITY?
In October of 1848, after a long time of wars and deep human crisis,
France declared Fraternity as a fundamental right of its Republic
inviting its citizens to contribute to their commonwealth by helping
each other as brothers and sisters (Point VII of the Preamble to
the Constitution).
One hundred years later, again after a long time of even worse wars
and deeper human crisis, The United Nations proclaimed “The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights” in which freedom from fear
and want was proclaimed as the highest aspiration of common people.
Its article 1 declared that all human beings are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one another in the spirit of
fraternity.
It is interesting that the current pandemic forces each of us to find
out the ever-forgiving fraternity as the best way of getting over it.
Bearing in mind ELA membership and meetings are a clear example
of real fraternity and membership increase is limited to future
eurodevils (this point was discussed and decided upon at the Oslo
Board meeting in 2005), I would like to open the follow little window:
I do not know about you, dear colleagues, but I would like to share
our experiences about the current situation and our future not only
between us, those who meet at the general and board meetings, but
with the rest of our ELA fellows and, why not, with other “legal”
brothers and sisters around the world.
That is why I hereby propose that, at the next General meeting, the
Board considers the creation of a Blog in the ELA’s web page to
develop our thoughts & ideas for building a better world.
Cristina Lucrecia Juan Vidal
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PROFILE
Name:
Country of Birth:
Country of Residence:
Current employer:
Year when you qualified:
Area of Law:

NOEMI MULLER
SWITZERLAND
SWITZERLAND
INNOMEDICA
2016
COMMERCIAL, IP, TAX
CONTRACT & MEDICAL
Professional Memberships: ELA

What was your route into the
profession?

Who is your favourite fictional
lawyer?

Choice by default. I had no clue what I
wanted to do so I decided to go for the
degree that provided me with most
options (apart from Economics, but I
was never great with numbers).

I don’t really have one…
What change would you make to the
profession?

What has been your biggest career
challenge so far?

How do you relax?

Make it more “humane”.

Cooking and Hiking
I’m right in it now. Trying to get
innovative compounds for the treatment
of cancer and neurological diseases on
the market with a small team and an
even smaller budget, having to compete
with the big pharmaceutical companies.

Favourite Film: Stranger than fiction
Favourite Book:
The truth about the Harry Quebert
affair by Joël Dicker.

Which person within the legal
profession inspires you most?

Favourite City or Destination:

Thurgood Marshall

very long list, I was never the type to
go for one favourite thing, I always
preferred to have several
favourites…I’d go for the place that
surprised me the most this year:
Naples.

If you weren’t a lawyer, what would
you choose as an alternate career?
Interior Designer
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My first paycheck was spent on...

garlic or onions roasting slowly in butter

except from repaying study loans: fancy
food

Tea or coffee:
Preferably both – in vast quantities

My most overused phrase:
Owl or Lark:
Everything will be fine.
Used to be lark, I am an owl now
I love the smell of:
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I arrived in York on 4th August and I thought that it would be a good
idea to check out English food in this part of the world.
After leaving my luggage in my nice rented apartment, I headed for
“Betty’s Tea Rooms” 6-8 St. Helen’s Square. It was the first interesting place
I found in my research about York’s culinary delights and I thought that it
would be a good place to have afternoon tea on a Sunday.
When I finally found Betty’s in one of the main, commercial streets I
realized that I had a good eye for finding nice places. This was not only because
of the long queue outside Bettys, but also because of the wonderful afternoon
tea that I subsequently enjoyed. I was reminded of “Angelina” in Paris, because
of the queue, or “Ladurée” because of the quality. This was authentic English
tea with two small pots: one for the tea and the other one with hot water to
top up the first teapot when necessary. A three-tiered cake stand completed
the picture. 4 sandwiches on the top tier, a wonderful scone accompanied by
cream and jam on the middle plate (different from the scones at “Fortum Mason”
); and three delicious sweet treats on the third plate, namely, a lemon tart, a
chocolate mousse and a slice of Engadin torte. Nobody has been able to explain
to me what Engadin means yet.
Of course, the price tag was in keeping with this luxurious place, where
the waitresses wear white aprons on black uniforms and where teapots and
cutlery are made of alpaca metal: £19.50
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5th August
My first day at school, after three hours of lessons all the students
joined one of the teachers for lunch. This time Richard took us to the “Golden
Lion” pub, 9 Church St.
On my first visit, my choice “Hunter´s chicken” was overcooked and much
too dry and the salad was tasteless. Furthermore, my half pint of bitter was
also tasteless so I thought that the food was not up to scratch in this pub.
However, a few days later we went back for lunch again at the same pub and
this time I ordered Fish & Chips, I must acknowledge that the fish and the
chips were very good. Furthermore, I learned that British people sprinkle
salt and vinegar over both the fish and the chips, which make them taste
better.
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6th August
I was very interested in finding out what “Yorkshire Pudding” was like.
After showing my interest in food, all the teachers were very kind in helping
me with my research, especially Nicky who explained what Yorkshire pudding
was, as I hadn’t tried it yet.
First, I learned that a “pudding” in the North of England, is the same as
a “dessert” or a “sweet”. However, pudding can also be something savoury like
“black pudding” or the typical “Yorkshire pudding”.
I also discovered that in England “dough” is used for pizza and bread, it
has quite a heavy consistency and it is made with yeast. “Puff pastry” is
“millefeuille” and “short crust pastry” is the French “pâte brisée” where there
is neither yeast nor baking power in it.
Lastly, I learnt that Yorkshire pudding is often served in the shape of a
small recipient or bowl, into which you pour the ‘gravy’. Gravy is the tasty
brown sauce which you traditionally eat with roast meat and vegetables. Good
gravy is usually made by using the left-over juices of the roast meat and the
vegetables to enhance the taste.
Following my research, I was quite surprised to learn that there is a
Michelin starred restaurant very close, about 20 miles away from York: “The
Black Swan”, Oldstead, York.
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The chef at this restaurant is Tommy Banks. He was Britain´s youngest
Michelin starred chef in 2013 and won The Great British Menu competition in
2016 and 2017. “The Black Swan” was awarded The Best Restaurant in the
UK in 2018 by “The Food and Travel Magazine”.
Oldstead is a bit far away, especially if you do not have a car.
However, in September 2018 Tommy Banks opened a new restaurant in York
called “Roots York”, 68 Marygate, in the former premises of the Bay Horse
public house. So, I thought that I would go along and have the opportunity of
enjoying a good English meal.
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However, Nicky also gave me some important information about other good
restaurants in the city. First of all, she directed me to another good restaurant
in York called “Skosh”, 98 Micklegate, the name means small portions of food
in Japanese so, the same as “tapas” in Spain.
She also talked to me about a very good chef whom she loves whose name
is Michael O´Hare. He runs a one Michelin star restaurant called “The Man
Behind the Curtain”, 68-78 Vicar Lane Lower Ground Floor Flannels, in Leeds,
about 35km from York.

This chef is instantly recognizable by his 'rockstar hairstyle'. Nobody
would imagine that from the age of 11, until he turned 18, he studied classical
and modern ballet. He then briefly studied aerospace engineering and didn’t start
cooking until the age of 19.
In 2014, O'Hare opened his restaurant “The Man Behind The Curtain” in
Leeds, and he has gained a reputation for creative and often unusual dishes.
These include chocolate pudding with potato foam, raw prawn tails with cooked
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prawn brains and a dessert with baked potato custard. In 2015, O'Hare took
part in BBC2 The Great British Menu where he made a dish called
'Emancipation' a fish dish inspired by fish and chips served on a canvas and in
October 2015 he got his Michelin star. In 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 he
returned to The Great British Menu as a judge.

After reading all this information and having seen a video about The Great
British Menu in 2015 I have a perfect excuse to come back to England to visit
Leeds and “The Man Behind the Curtain”. On this first visit, I have enjoyed
York. All of this makes me think that the meals that Jamie Oliver prepares
are, in fact, real and not just an illusion and that in Britain it is possible to eat
something other than Fish & Chips.
Lunch today took place at a restaurant in York called “Cosy Club”,19-22
Fossgate. It does indeed look very cosy, with very nice pictures of past wellknown individuals like Lord Byron, Elisabeth of Bavaria and others, and a very
huge ceiling lamp. Nevertheless, the food was not very interesting.
When I saw a meal on the menu called “The Scarlet Pimpernel”, next
to a Picture of Lord Byron, I was really surprised because the book of the
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Pimpernel was not written by Lord Byron and I could not see the connection.
However, I love the book as well as Lord Byron, so I ordered it. Sadly, it
was just a plain hamburger, which was somewhat overcooked. I still do not
understand what the hamburger had to do with Lord Byron or the Pimpernel!.

Furthermore, the teacher told us that this restaurant was a former cinema and
now I understand the huge ceiling lamp and the different pictures. Maybe it was
better as a cinema than it was as a restaurant?
7th August
Today the teacher took us to “Ambiente”, 31 Fossgate, a Spanish tapas
restaurant.
I was very curious about the tapas at this restaurant, so I was very happy
to go there but my curiosity quickly changed to disappointment when I saw and
tasted the tapas.
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They offered three tapas for £13.95, which did not seem expensive and I
chose: Patatas Bravas, Coca (a kind of pizza typical from the Balearic Islands)
with vegetables and Buñuelos de Bacalao –battered cod.
The Patatas Bravas were almost burned and the sauce was only tomato
sauce, nothing to do with the famous spicy sauce you can have in Madrid in “Las
Bravas”. Maybe the reason is that in Madrid they have the registered, unique
recipe that nobody else knows, like the coca cola recipe, and here people have
not been able to copy it.
The battered cod was a compact ball, impossible to eat I do not really
understand why, because our Buñuelos de Bacalao are made, probably, with the
same process as the famous battered fish that British people do so well.
Finally, I have to say that the vegetables of the Coca were not bad.
However, in Spain you put a light sprinkling of ingredients over the coca, like
in a pizza, and here they included enough ingredients for at least ten Cocas.
The result was that the food was extremely heavy. I recommended a good
place in Madrid to all my fellow students should they wish to eat very good
tapas.
To make up for the relative disappointment of my Spanish meal Nicky was
kind enough to give me a private lesson in “Waitrose”, a wonderful supermarket.
For me it was very useful to have a person who was able to explain the different
vegetables, fish, meat and cheeses of this region to me, as well as the
delicatessen items from other parts of the world.
From Marks & Spencer’s I tasted some tomatoes that still tasted like
tomatoes should taste, and which were very reasonably priced. Their
raspberries too. I also bought two different kinds of cheese from this area
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following Nicky’s suggestions: the Yorkshire Wensleydale and the Cropwell
Bishop White Stilton.
The latter is a deliciously fresh-tasting cheese with a crumbly but soft
texture, very smooth and creamy.
This was a very productive class and I must thank Nicky for it.
8th August
Things have started to get better from the culinary point of view because
today I tasted wonderful Fish & Chips, at “The Royal Oak”, 18 Goodramgate,
where Linda took us, and I would say it was the best I have tasted to date.
The batter was totally crispy, and the fish was really juicy, so it was
very good. The local mushy peas you can like or not, but it was well done, and
the potatoes were also very well cooked. The quiches, which my friends ordered,
were also very well received. Thank you, Linda, for taking us to this restaurant!
In the afternoon I carried on looking for good tea rooms in the city and I
went to “The Ivy”, 2 St. Helen’s Square, located in a very nice square, reminding
me of the very famous restaurant in London.
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I sat outside because the weather was lovely, (it is not always raining in
York!) but you are also advised to go inside to have a glimpse of the glamorous
restaurant interior, a branch of the famous London “The Ivy”, founded in 1917
and redesigned in 2015. It very well known for celebrity spotting.
And then, it was the turn of a lovely Italian restaurant: “Ask Italian”,
The Grand Assembly Rooms, Blake St. This is a restaurant established in
York Assembly Rooms, an 18th-century building originally used as a place for
high class social gatherings in the city.
The building is one of the earliest Palladian buildings in Northern England
and it has been perfectly decorated.
In such a marvelous setting it was a pity that the food did not live up to
it, it was not in the same category. My friend’s pizza looked spectacular, but
it was pretty tasteless. My “pasta al pesto” was perfect in the way that the
pasta was cooked, but it was spoilt by the tomato sauce over the pesto.
9th August
After an intensive day visiting Museums I thought “I have the right to
treat myself” and I selected a restaurant which specialized in fish for dinner:
“Loch Fyne” 12, Walmgate.
My first thought was to order salmon but, if I always eat the fish that
I’m familiar with, I will never get to know the local cuisine. So, I ordered a
“Grilled Mackerel” with sauce and two sides, boiled butter potatoes and tender
stem broccoli.
The mackerel was very nice and the potatoes were delicious.
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10th August
This was the big day because I finally went to “Skosh”, 98 Micklegate.
It was my teacher, Nicky, who had told me about this restaurant and
after having read something about it and its chef-owner, Neil Bentinck, I was
really looking forward to going there.
The restaurant is not too big, and it was fully booked, so we were seated
on high stools, right in front of the kitchen and we were able to see how the
chef finishes off all the dishes.
It would take too long to talk about the six different dishes that my
colleague Pilar and I shared; therefore, I will simply say that the whole meal
has nothing to envy of some Michelin starred establishments that I have visited.
We ordered six different dishes that we shared and I will only talk about
the best dish: The “Hen´s Egg”, which was amazing! It was served in an eggshaped stone bowl with mushroom duxelle, egg yolk purée with cheddar and
cheddar crisps, finished off with Pedro Ximenez sherry.
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The service was really friendly, and the chef was so kind that, even
though he was rushed off his feet, he allowed us to take a picture with him.
There is no doubt that Neil Bentinck is a pioneer of British cuisine in
York and he will be very successful. Furthermore, we paid only £35 each.

For dinner my colleague and I were kindly invited by Richard to go to a
lovely country pub in North Yorkshire called “The Crown & the Cushion” in
Welburn, near the famous Castle Howard stately home. The pub is a nice XVIII
Century building, where I was pleased to find that the Fish & Chips in a good
restaurant like this was splendid.
Thank you very much Richard for having shown us the marvellous
Yorkshire countryside and for this lovely dinner!
And just to finish things off, I have to say that, in general terms, the
service has been very friendly in all the restaurants and pubs that I visited.
They are also very happy to serve you tap water, which in York not only
tastes wonderful, by the way, but is also good for the skin.
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And I do not want to finish this article without saying that British food is
often treated unfairly in the mainstream press. I have discovered that in the
United Kingdom there are a lot of very good restaurants, and one such example
is “The Black Swan” in Olstead which I mentioned before. Bear in mind that
London has five Michelin starred restaurants, and, for instance, San Sebastian
has only three and Madrid only one.
The issue is that the British are not self-confident in this area and are
not very good at promoting their cuisine and convincing every one of its merits.
You can, of course, find some very bad restaurants in a very touristic place like
York, but the same thing happens in other touristic places like Madrid, Granada
or Marbella. Wherever you are, you must look for good places to eat and in
York, just like in any other small town, if you look hard enough, you can always
find them.
Thank you very much to Nicky, Linda, Richard and Tony from York
Associates, for helping me to write this article and for helping me to enjoy my
stay in York!
by Maria Luisa Pérez
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. By the time she realized that the disease would
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A bit of History...

i

Legend claims that Seville was founded by Hercules. But according
to historians, the Seville area flourished during the Tharsis reign.
The Phoenicians and Greeks had commercial links with Tharsis.
During the 8th century BC, their descendants founded a city on the
shores of the Guadalquivir river and named it Ispal. It would later
be called Hispalis, what is now Seville.
From the 3rd century BC, the Carthaginians occupied the area, but
they were conquered by the Romans in 206 BC. From then on, Seville
entered a period of splendour. Julius Caesar awarded Seville colony
status in 45 BC.
Following the fall of the Roman Western empire, various invasions took
place, mainly by Vandals and Visigoths. The latter dominated Seville
during the 6th and 7th centuries. In 712 Seville was invaded by the
Arabs, they called the city Isbiliah. The original Betis river was also
renamed and called Guad el Kevir. Hence the current names of the city
and its river. Under Arab occupation, Seville flourished. The
Almohads transferred the centre of power from Cordoba to Seville and
made it their capital. It is during this time that La Giralda, the
Torre del Oro, the Alcazar (later rebuilt by the Christian kings) and
the Macarena wall (Muralla de la Macarena) were built.
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In 1248, Christian King Ferdinand III The Saint conquered
Seville. Muslims and Hebrews stayed. Seville was repopulated with
some 24.000 Castilians who grouped together in different
neighbourhoods according to their occupations. This led to the creation
of brotherhoods or guilds that still exist nowadays and to the allocation
of patron saints to each of them. A lot of churches were built to replace
the existing mosques. Ferdinand III transferred the Castilian Court
to the Alcazar of Seville. His son, Alfonso X, continued his father’s
work. He established a tolerant kingdom which enabled Jewish, Arab
and Christian knowledge to blossom.
In 1401, the Gothic-style Cathedral was built over the Big Mosque.
However, the Giralda as well as the “patio de los naranjos” (Orange
tree courtyard) were left untouched.
The Spanish discovery of the Americas in 1492 brought new prosperity
to the city. Sevilla became the centre of the exploration. The Casa de
Contratación (“Trading House”), was established there in 1503 to
regulate commerce between Spain and the New World. Seville became
the wealthiest and most cosmopolitan city in Spain.
Three famous painters were born in Seville in the 16th and 17th century:
Velazquez (1599), Murillo (1617) and Valdes Leal (1622). Miguel
de Cervantes conceived of his novel Don Quixote while he was confined
in Sevilla’s jail.
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Nonetheless, the 17th century saw the financial decline of Seville. after
a plague epidemic in 1649 halved the population and the Guadalquivir
river stopped being dredged. This made it impossible to continue its
operations and the “Indias” fleet was moved to Cadix, soon to be
followed by the Chamber of Commerce. Seville however kept its
monopoly on tobacco and a huge tobacco plant was built to process it.
Nowadays, this building houses Seville’s university.
After the Independence war against France and another plague
epidemic in the 19th century, Seville experienced another period of
prosperity under Queen Elisabeth II who implemented urban reforms
with new bridges, buildings and squares being built. In 1847 the April
Fair, an gala celebration held every year right after Easter, was
established.
During the 20th century, Seville hosted two important exhibitions that
changed its landscape. In 1929, Seville welcome the Latin-American
exhibition. Several buildings representing various countries were built
for this purpose and they still exist nowadays. In 1992, Seville hosted
the Universal Exhibition.
The Contemporary City
City layout
The oldest part of Sevilla lies on the left bank of the Guadalquivir
River and it is irregularly planned, with a maze of narrow and
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winding streets, small enclosed squares, and houses built and
decorated in the Moorish style. There is a somewhat more spacious
layout in the central district near the Cathedral of Saint
Mary’s and the Alcázar Palace. More spacious and regular
planning is found beyond the walls of the old city centre, where there
are residential and industrial districts. Maria Luisa’s Park is a
particularly beautiful park in the Southern part of the city.
Cultural life
Sevilla is known for its celebrations and festivals. One of the most
famous of these occurs during Semana Santa, or Holy Week, the
seven days leading up to Easter. The festival features colourful
processions of floats, depicting religious scenes and carried
by cofradías (brotherhoods) from their churches to the Cathedral of
Saint Mary’s. The city’s April Fair, first held in the mid-19th
century, celebrates the Andalusian countryside. Sevilla hosts the
Biennial of Flamenco Art, and flamenco performances are prevalent
in the city’s many tablaos (flamenco dancing bars). Other
neighbourhood and religious festivals are held throughout the year. 8
km Northwest of Seville lie the ruins of the large Roman town of
Itálica, which was the birthplace of Roman emperors Trajan and
Hadrian. The remains of its amphitheatre are especially imposing
and worth a visit.
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